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Abstract
In an m-cycle system C of order n (n>m>3 integers), the blocks are the vertex sets of
n(n− 1)=(2m) cycles Ci of length m such that each edge of the complete graph Kn belongs to
precisely one cycle Ci 2 C. We investigate m-cycle systems which admit vertex partitions into
two or more classes in such a way that each class meets every cycle of C. Relatively small
systems (with n62m=(em)) are always ‘2-colorable’ in this sense; moreover, for every constant
c, if n6cm, then a partition into c0m=logm classes exists (where the constant c0 depends only
on c). c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
An m-cycle system of Kn, also called an m-cycle system of order n, is an ordered
pair (V;C), where V is the vertex set of Kn (the complete graph on n vertices) and C
is a collection of cycles of length m which induce a partition of the edge set of Kn.
Then, clearly,
jCj= n(n− 1)
2m
:
To simplify notation, we shall sometimes call C itself an m-cycle system. The obvious
necessary conditions for the existence of an m-cycle system of Kn are
1. n>m, if n> 1,
2. n is odd,
3. n(n− 1)=(2m) is an integer.
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It is a long-standing open problem whether the above conditions are sucient for all
m and n. Suciency has been proved in several cases, namely for all n when m650,
and it is known in general that an m-cycle system of order n exists whenever n − 1
is divisible by m, and also if m is odd and 2m divides n − m. For the history of the
problem and detailed references, see the survey [12].
Given an m-cycle system (V;C), a subset X of V is called a blocking set of C
if b \ X 6= ; and b \ (V nX ) 6= ; for each b 2 C. An m-cycle system having at
least one blocking set is said to be 2-colorable, and the partition (X; V nX ) is called
a 2-coloring. A generalization of the latter concept is a k-coloring (k>2), that is a
vertex partition X1 [    [ Xk = V such that no Xi contains any b 2 C. An m-cycle
system admitting a k-coloring is said to be k-colorable. In the other direction, one
possible strengthening of a 2-coloring is what we call a strong k-coloring, dened as
a vertex partition X1 [    [ Xk = V such that every Xi meets every b2C. (For k = 2,
‘2-coloring’ and ‘strong 2-coloring’ are equivalent.)
Numerous papers have been written on the (non-)existence of blocking sets in pro-
jective spaces [2,3,16], in t-designs [4,5,9{11], and in G-designs [6,8,13]. In this paper
we continue the study of the analogous problem for m-cycle systems. Such investiga-
tions began in [14] where we proved that for every m there exist non-2-colorable
m-cycle systems.
Here we mainly deal with the positive direction. In Section 2 we prove that, for
n = 2m + 1 (m>4) and n = 4m + 1 (m>10), every m-cycle system of order n is
2-colorable, and give further sucient conditions for the existence of blocking sets in
terms of m and n. In Section 3 we construct 2-colorable m-cycle systems for every m
even and n  1 (mod 2m), and also for every m odd and n  1 or m (mod 2m).
The concluding Section 4 deals with strong k-colorability, k>3. It is shown that
there exists a class of strongly k-colorable m-cycle systems where k tends to innity
with m. In fact, k can grow as fast as m=logm. It is worth noting in this context
that, by a modication of the methods given in [14], the existence of non-k-colorable
m-cycle systems can be proved for every m>3 and k>2.
2. Cycle systems of small orders
In this section we prove that all m-cycle systems of relatively small orders with
respect to m are 2-colorable. We begin with some notation.
Given an m-cycle system (V;C), for x2V let d(x) denote the degree of x in C (i.e.,
the number of blocks [cycles] b 2 C incident with x). More generally, for the set
B(H) := fb 2 C: b \ H = ;g
with H V , let d(xjH) be the degree of x in B(H). If H = fy1; : : : ; ykg is explicitly
known by the list of its elements, then we simply write d(xjy1; : : : ; yk) instead of
d(xjfy1; : : : ; ykg), and, similarly, we shall use the notation B(y1; : : : ; yk).
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The denitions immediately imply d(x) = (jV j − 1)=2. The following auxiliary
observation on the ‘generalized degrees’ will also be useful.
Lemma 2.1. If (V;C) is an m-cycle system; then; for every proper subset H V; there
exists at least one x 2 V nH such that
d(xjH)>

mjB(H)j
jV nH j

:
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that d(x jH)<m jB(H)j=jV nH j for every x 2 V nH .
Then
mjB(H)j=
X
x2VnH
d(x jH)< mjB(H)jjV nH j jV nH j6mjB(H)j;
a contradiction.
Theorem 2.1. If n=2m+1; m> 3; then every m-cycle system of order n is 2-colorable.
Proof. Let (V;C) be an m-cycle system of order n=2m+1 ; then jCj=( n2 =m=2m+1,
and d(x)=m for an arbitrarily chosen x 2 V . By Lemma 2.1, there exists a y 2 Vnfxg
such that
d(yjx)>

m jB(x)j
2m

=

(m+ 1)
2

:
Therefore,
jB(x; y)j62m+ 1− m−

m+ 1
2

=

m+ 1
2

:
If B(x; y)= fb1; b2; : : : ; btg, we have bi \ bj 6= ;, for every i; j 2 f1; 2; : : : ; tg, otherwise
the contradiction jbi [ bj [ fx; ygj= 2m+ 2> jV j would follow. Let
A:=fzi: 06i< t=2g;
where zi 2 b2i+1 \ b2i+2 is an arbitrarily chosen element. Since A \ bi 6= ; for all
bi 2 B(x; y), we obtain that A[fx; yg is a blocking set of cardinality d 12 b(m+ 1)=2ce+
2<m in C (for m> 3). In fact, every subset DV with A[fx; ygD and jDj6m−1
is a blocking set for C.
Note that the assertion above is not valid for m=3, since the unique 3-cycle system
of order 7 (the Fano plane) has no blocking set.
In the next result we prove a property stronger than 2-colorability.
Theorem 2.2. If n=4m+1; then every m-cycle system of order n with m>13 has a
blocking set of cardinality less than m.
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Proof. Let (V;C) be an m-cycle system of order n=4m+1. We are going to select a
sequence x1; x2; : : : ; xm−1 of vertices with the following property. Setting Hi:=fx1; : : : ; xig
and Bi:=B(Hi) for 16i<m, and also writing B0 for C,
jBi+1j63m+ 1− i4m+ 1− i jBij
holds for every i6m− 2, moreover Hm−1 meets all b 2 C. As the cycles have length
m> jHm−1j, it follows that the set Hm−1 is a blocking set.
The sets Hi with the above property can be selected by the repeated application of
Lemma 2.1. Initially, jB(;)j = jCj = 2n = 8m + 2, and d(x1) = (n − 1)=2 = 2m for an
arbitrarily chosen x1 2 V , i.e. jB1j = 6m + 2. Having Hi at hand, the existence of an
xi+1 satisfying the above inequality follows immediately by the lemma. The proof will
be done if we show that Bm−1 is empty. (If Bi = ; already for some i6m − 2, then
the vertices xi+1; : : : ; xm−1 can be chosen arbitrarily.)
For simplicity, suppose rst m>17, and consider the set B12. Applying the above
inequality for i=0; 1; : : : ; 11, and noting that (3m+1)(3m− 1)< 916 (4m+1)(4m− 1),
we obtain
jB12j6( 34 )12(8m+ 2)< 0:2536m+ 0:0634<m− 12:
Thus, the Bi become empty after at most m− 13 further steps.
In a similar manner, one can also obtain the proof for 136m616, with a slightly
more careful calculation. For instance, if m = 13, then jB1j = 80, and we can ensure
jB2j6

39
52  80

=60, jB3j6

38
51  60

=44, jB4j6

37
50  44

=32, and similarly jB5j623,
jB6j616, jB7j611, jB8j67, jB9j64, jB10j62, jB11j61, jB12j= 0.
Relevant related results have been obtained by Alon [1], who investigated transver-
sals, i.e., sets T that meet all blocks. (A transversal is a blocking set if and only if its
complement, V nT , is also a transversal.) Denoting by (H) the smallest cardinality
of a transversal in a hypergraph H, Alon proves that
(H)6
p log r
r
+
q
r
if H has p vertices, q edges, and the cardinality of each edge is precisely r. In case
of m-cycle systems (V;C) of order n, we have r = m, p = n, and q =
( n
2

=m. Thus,
the inequality (C)<m (and hence the 2-colorability of C as well) can be derived for
various combinations of m and n in the range n<
p
2m3.
2.1. Probabilistic bounds
The results of the previous subsection were proved by constructive methods which
also yield an ecient (polynomial-time) procedure to nd a blocking set in a given
cycle system that satises the assumptions of the corresponding theorem. Now, we
present results which are much stronger in general, but, on the other hand, their proofs
are nonconstructive. We should also note that for m small, the theorem below does not
imply the previous ones.
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Theorem 2.3. If
(1) n6
p
m2m + 12
or
(2) n< 2m=(em); where e=2:71 : : : is the Euler constant; then every m-cycle system
of order n is 2-colorable.
Proof. Let (V;C) be an m-cycle system of order n.
(1) Let X1 [ X2 = V be a randomly chosen partition of the vertex set, i.e.,
Prob(x 2 X1) = 12
for each x 2 V , totally independently of the choices for all the other vertices. Then,
for any b 2 C, and for i = 1; 2, Prob(b \ Xi = ;) = 2−m. Therefore,
Prob(X1 is not a blocking set) = Prob(9b 2 C: bX1 _ bX2)
6
n
2

=(m2m−1)< 1:
Consequently, there exists a partition X1 [ X2 = V where each b meets each Xi (b 2
C; i = 1; 2).
(2) As in the previous case, we take a random partition X1 [ X2 = V by the rule
Prob(x 2 X1) = 12 for every x 2 V independently of the other vertices. Consider now
an arbitrary b 2 C. Each x 2 b has degree (n− 1)=2<n=2, hence b meets fewer than
mn=2 other blocks. We have also seen that b meets both Xi (i = 1; 2) simultaneously
with probability 1 − 21−m. Observe that this probability is totally independent of the
intersections of the Xi with those blocks which are vertex disjoint from b.
Let C = fb1; : : : ; btg, t =
( n
2

=m, and for 16i6t denote by Ei the random event
that biX1 or biX2 holds. By what has been said, each Ei depends on fewer than
d :=mn=2 other events Ej, and p :=Prob(:Ei) is equal to 21−m. Hence, the assump-
tions imply pd< 1=e, and therefore,
Prob(:E1 ^    ^ :Et)> 0:
follows from the Lovasz Local Lemma [7]. The latter inequality is equivalent to saying
that C is 2-colorable. This completes the proof the theorem.
It is easily seen that a slightly stronger version of (2) can be proved by the following
observation. For each b 2 C, those (m2  − m = 12m(m − 3) vertex pairs covered by b
which are not edges in the cycle of b, belong to some other blocks b0 of C. If the
vertex sets of b and b0 are not the same, then the number of edges in b0 covered
by b is smaller than that of the vertices shared by b and b0; and otherwise both
numbers are equal to m. Thus, any t non-edges inside b correspond to at least t −
t=m intersections counted twice with some blocks, and therefore b cannot meet more
than 12m(n− 1)− 12 (m− 1)(m− 3) other blocks. This fact yields a somewhat smaller
upper bound on the dependencies d, and extends part (2) of Theorem 2.3 to a slightly
bigger n.
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Though (2) gives a much better asymptotic bound than (1), a stronger result is
implied by (1) for m small. In particular, the following variant of Theorem 2.2 is
obtained.
Theorem 2.4. For m>10; every m-cycle system of order 4m+ 1 is 2-colorable.
2.2. Some small constructions
In this subsection we construct 2-colorable m-cycle systems of small block size and
small order. They will be useful in the next section where the general case will be
considered.
Lemma 2.2. For m = 4 and m = 6; there exist 2-colorable m-cycle systems of order
2m+ 1; with blocking sets of cardinality 4 and 3; respectively.
Proof. The following m-cycle systems are 2-colorable:
m= 4: V = Z9;C = f(i; i + 1; i + 8; i + 5): i 2 Z9g:
Then f1; 4; 6; 9g is a blocking set.
m= 6: V = Z13;C = f(i; i + 1; i + 12; i + 2; i + 11; i + 6): i 2 Z13g:
Then f1; 5; 9g is a blocking set.
Lemma 2.3. There exist 2-colorable m-cycle systems of order 4m + 1; for every
m= 5; 7; 9; 11.
Proof. Below we list the suitable m-cycle systems, together with one of the corre-
sponding blocking sets for each of them.
m=5: V = Z21;C= f(i; i+1; i+9; i+2; i+11); (i+2; i+8; i+3; i+7; i+4):
i 2 Z21g; blocking set : f2j + 1: 06j610g.
m=7: V =Z29;C=f(i; i+14; i+5; i+6; i+8; i+1; i+12); (i+13; i+7; i+15;
i + 18; i + 28; i + 4; i + 17): i 2 Z29g; blocking set : f2j + 1 : 06j614g.
m = 9: V = Z37, C = f(i; i + 16; i + 5; i + 6; i + 8; i + 1; i + 13; i + 7; i + 15),
(i; i + 18; i + 23; i + 3; i + 36; i + 2; i + 15; i + 1; i + 28): i 2 Z37g, blocking set:
f2j + 1: 06j618g.
m=11: V =Z45, C=f(i+1; i+2; i+4; i+7; i+3; i+8; i+14; i+5; i+12; i+28;
i+20), (i+6; i+23; i+34; i+16; i+26; i+13; i+36; i+21; i+35; i+15; i+27):
i 2 Z45g, blocking set: f2j + 1: 06j622g.
We close this section with an observation showing that every ‘small’ blocking set
can be completed to a larger one.
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Lemma 2.4. Let C be an m-cycle system of order n> 32m − 1; and T a blocking
set in C. If jT j<m; then T can be extended to a blocking set T+ of cardinality
precisely m.
Proof. Since T \ b 6= ; for all b 2 C by denition, every set containing T meets all
cycles of C; therefore, it suces to show that some m-element set T+T contains
no b 2 C. For this reason, without loss of generality, we can assume jT j=m− 1. Let
V nT =fx1; : : : ; xtg, and suppose, for a contradiction, that T [fxig contains at least one
bi 2 C for each 16i6t. Notice that binfxig induces a path Pi of length m−2= jT j−1
inside T , and those Pi are mutually edge-disjoint. Moreover, the total number of edges
included in P1 [    [ Pt cannot exceed

jT j
2

. Thus,
 jT j
2

>(n− jT j) (jT j − 1);
implying the contradiction n63jT j=2 = 3(m− 1)=2.
3. Large cycle systems with blocking sets
In this section we prove by explicit constructions that there exist arbitrarily large
m-cycle systems which are 2-colorable.
Lemma 3.1. Let m>4 be even. There exists a 2-colorable decomposition of K2m;2m
with vertex classes X and Y (jX j= jY j= 2m) into 4m cycles of length m; admitting
a blocking set T such that jT \ X j= jT \ Y j= m.
Proof. Let X=fx1; : : : ; x2mg and Y=fy1; : : : ; y2mg be two disjoint sets. If m> 4, dene
two collections of m-cycles on KX;Y by setting C1 = fCi;1: 16i62mg with
Ci;1 = (xi; yi+1; xi+2m−1; yi+2; : : : ; xi+3m=2+2; yi+m=2−1; xi+3m=2+1; yi+m=2)
and C2 = fCi;2: 16i62mg with
Ci;2 = (xi+3m=2; yi+m=2+1; xi+3m=2−1; yi+m=2+2; : : : ; xi+m+2; yi+m−1; xi+m+1; yi+m);
where subscript addition is taken modulo 2m. The members of C1 and C2 do not
form an m-cycle system since the pairs xiyi and xiyi+m do not appear in any Ci;j while
xiyi+m=2 and xiyi−m=2 are covered twice. We modify one vertex in each cycle, obtaining
the families
C1 = fCi;1 n fyi+m=2g [ fyi+3m=2+1g: 16i62mg;
C2 = fCi;2 n fyi+m=2+b(m+2)=4cg [ fyi+m=2−b(m+2)=4cg: 16i62mg;
and set
X 1 = fx4j+1: 06j<m=2g; Y 1 = fy4j+1: 06j<m=2g:
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Then C1 [C2 is an m-cycle decomposition of KX;Y with blocking set X 1 [Y 1. Finally,
for m= 4, let
C = f(xi; yi+1; xi+7; yi+7); (xi+6; yi+3; xi+5; yi+1): 16i68g;
where addition is taken modulo 8 (=2m). This C is a 4-cycle decomposition of KX;Y
with blocking set fx1; x3; x5; x7; y1; y3; y5; y7g.
Theorem 3.1. Let m>4 be even. For every n  1 (mod 2m); there exists a 2-colorable
m-cycle system of Kn.
Proof. Let m>4 be even, A= f1; 2; : : : ; hg, Xr:=frg  Z2m for r 2 A, and let K2mh+1
be the complete graph based on the symbols in the set V :=fwg [ (X1 [    [ Xh) as
vertices. Dene a collection C of m-cycles as follows.
(1) For each r 2 A; C contains Cr where (fwg [ Xr; Cr) is an m-cycle system of
K2m+1 with blocking set Tr such that w 62 Tr and jTrj = m. Such an m-cycle system
exists by Theorem 2.1 and Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4.
(2) For each pair r; s 2 A, r 6= s, let C be the decomposition of KXr;Xs into m-cycles
dened in Lemma 3.1, such that Tr [ Ts is a blocking set.
It is straightforward to see that (V;C) is an m-cycle system with blocking set
T =
Sh
r=1 Tr .
Let (Q; ) be an idempotent commutative quasigroup of order 2q+1. Let x; y; z 2 Q
such that x  y= z. For m odd, dene a collection of m-cycles (cf. [15]) on the vertex
set Zm  fx; y; zg as follows:
(1) for m= 4t + 1, let
C(x; y; z) = f(xi; yi; xi+4t ; yi+1; xi+4t−1; : : : ; yi+t−1; xi+3t+1; zi+t ;
yi+3t+1; xi+t−1; yi+3t+2; xi+t−2; : : : ; yi+4t−1; xi+1; yi+4t): i 2 Zmg;
(2) for m= 4t + 3, let
C(x; y; z) = f(xi; yi; xi+4t+2; yi+1; xi+4t+1; yi+2; : : : ; xi+3t+3; yi+t ;
zi+3t+2; xi+t ; yi+3t+3; xi+t−1; yi+3t+4; : : : ; xi+1; yi+4t+2): i 2 Zmg:
Theorem 3.2. Let m> 3 be odd. For every n  m (mod 2m); there exists a 2-colorable
m-cycle system of Kn.
Proof. Let n=(2q+1)m. Since every m-cycle system of order m (i.e., decomposition
of Km into Hamiltonian cycles) is trivially 2-colorable, we may suppose q>1. Let
(Q; ) be an idempotent commutative quasigroup of order 2q+ 1. Set V =Q Zm and
dene a collection C of m-cycles of Kn as follows:
1. for each x 2 Q, C contains Cx, where (Zm  fxg;Cx) is an m-cycle system of
Km, and
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2. for each x 6= y in Q, if z = x  y, then C contains the set C(x; y; z) above.
Put T =
S
x2Qfx2i: 06i6(m−1)=2g. It is easy to see that (V;C) is an m-cycle system
of order n with blocking set T .
To prove the existence of 2-colorable m-cycle systems of order n  1 (mod 2m), we
use quasigroups with holes.
Let Q=f1; 2; : : : ; 2qg and H =f(1; 2); (3; 4); : : : ; (2q−1; 2q)g. The 2-element subsets
in H are called holes. Let (Q; ) be a commutative quasigroup with the property that, for
each hole x 2 H , (x; ) is a subquasigroup. Such a quasigroup is called a commutative
quasigroup with holes H , and it exists for every q>3 [12].
Theorem 3.3. Let m> 3 be odd. For every n  1 (mod 2m) there exists a 2-colorable
m-cycle system of order n.
Proof. Let n=2mq+1. Recalling that m-cycle systems of orders 2m+1 and 4m+1 al-
ways exist, the assertion follows for q=1 by Theorem 2.1 and for q=2 by Theorem 2.2
and Lemma 2.3. Suppose that q>3, and let (Q; ) be a commutative quasigroup with
holes, of order 2q. Set V = fwg [ (Zm  Q) and dene a collection C of m-cycles of
K2mq+1 (on V ) as follows:
1. For each hole x=(2i−1; 2i) 2 H , C contains Cx where (fwg[(fZmf2i−1; 2ig;Cx)
is an m-cycle system of order 2m+1 with blocking set Tx such that jTxj=(m+1)=2.
(Such an m-cycle system exists by Theorem 2.1.)
2. If x and y belong to dierent holes of H and x y= z, C contains the set C(x; y; z)
dened above.
Put T =
S
x2Q Tx. It is easy to see that (V;C) is an m-cycle system with blocking
set T .
Combining the results of Sections 2 and 3, we obtain the main result of the paper:
Theorem 3.4. (i) For all m>5 odd; there exists a 2-colorable m-cycle system of Kn
for all n  1 or m (mod 2m).
(ii) For all m>4 even; there exists a 2-colorable m-cycle system of Kn for all
n  1 (mod 2m).
4. Strong colorings
In this section we prove that if m gets large, then there exists an innite family of
m-cycle systems with many mutually disjoint blocking sets. Moreover, if n is not too
large with respect to m, then every m-cycle system of order n contains a large number
of disjoint blocking sets. (Note that a blocking set T exists if and only if there are
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at least two disjoint blocking sets, because the requirement is that both T and V nT
should meet all cycles.)
In the proofs of both results, the following observation will be applied.
Lemma 4.1. For any two constants c; c0> 0 there exists a constant c00> 0 such that
the following assertion is valid for all natural numbers k>2. If H is a hypergraph
with q edges; q6ckc
′
; and jH j>k for all H 2H; then the vertex set of H can be
partitioned into at least bk=(c00 log k)c (mutually disjoint; nonempty) sets Xi such that
every Xi meets all H 2H.
Proof. Let `:=bk=(c00 log k)c, for some c00 to be chosen later, and let H be a hyper-
graph with vertex set V , such that every H 2H has at least k vertices. Take a vertex
partition X1 [    [ X` = V at random, by the rule
Prob(x 2 Xi) = 1`
for all 16i6`, for each x 2 V independently of the other vertices. Then, for any
H 2H and for each 16i6`,
Prob(H \ Xi = ;) =

1− 1
`
jH j
< e−k=`6k−c
′′
:
Choose c00 in such a way that the inequality
ckc
′+1
c00 log k
6kc
′′
is satised for all k>2 simultaneously. Obviously, such a c00 exists. In this case,
however, the probability of having an empty intersection for at least one Xi with at least
one H 2H (these are `q combinations, each of probability <k−c′′) is smaller than 1.
Thus, there exists a partition of V into ` classes in which all of those intersections are
nonempty.
This lemma immediately implies that every ‘small’ m-cycle system has a relatively
large number of blocking sets.
Theorem 4.1. For every constant c there is an m0=m0(c) such that for every m>m0
and every n<cm; every m-cycle system of order n has at least m=(2 logm) disjoint
blocking sets.
Proof. Apply the previous lemma for k =m and c0 =1. If e.g. m0 =2c, then c00 =2 is
a proper choice.
It follows, in particular, that for any two xed natural numbers q and t, the class of
m-cycle systems of order 2mq + 1 (as m ranges over the integers >3) has innitely
many members containing at least t mutually disjoint blocking sets each. What is more,
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we can prove that every suciently large (but xed) m admits an innite class of such
examples, despite the chromatic number of m-cycle systems is unbounded for each m.
Theorem 4.2. For some constant c> 0 independent of m; for every m> 3 there exists
an innite family of m-cycle systems containing at least cm=logm pairwise disjoint
blocking sets.
Proof. We are going to apply Lemma 4.1, in order to prove that the strong require-
ments of our assertion are satised by the m-cycle systems of orders n = 2mq + 1
constructed in Section 3. (The argument, with a slight modication, works for the sys-
tems of orders n = 2mq + m as well, for m odd.) Recall that those systems C were
built on the vertex set V = fwg [ (A Z2m), by choosing isomorphic m-cycle systems
inside the sets fwg [ (fxg  Z2m) for all x 2 A, and other (again isomorphic) partial
m-cycle systems for the edges joining the pairs or the triples (depending on the parity
of m) of the 2m-element sets fxg  Z2m.
Suppose C = fb1; : : : ; btg, t =
( n
2

=m. For each bi; 16i6t, denote by Hi the set
of those j 2 Z2m for which there exists at least one x 2 A with x  j 2 bi. Since
every block meets at most three ‘layers’ fxg  Z2m of V , we have jbij>m=3 for all
i. Moreover, the partial systems are embedded into V in an isomorphic way, implying
that there are at most 2m + 1 distinct Hi for the cycles contained in one layer (with
w), and, depending on the parity of m, at most 4m or 9m distinct Hi for the cycles
contained in the union of two or three layers. Thus, taking each of those sets with
multiplicity 1 yields
jfHi: 16i6tgj611m+ 1:
The result now follows from Lemma 4.1.
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